Calculations of transition intensities for small molecules like H 2 O, CO, CO 2 based on s high-quality potential energy surface (PES) and dipole moment surface 
Introduction
The isomerizing system HCN/HNC is important in several areas of science.
One significant application of studies HCN/HNC spectra is for astrophysics. Both isomers have been detected in space objects of various types [1] [2] [3] , often with abundances far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Observation of both HCN and HNC is facilitated by the fact that both molecules have non-zero dipole moments and thus can be detected by observing pure rotation spectral lines in the submillimeter range or vibrational-rotational lines in the infrared. Along with CO and H 2 O, HCN is one of the few molecules that have been detected in the infrared in protoplanetary disks [4] . In the last two years, HCN/HNC has been identified in various astronomical environments including exoplanets [5] , satellites [6] , comets [7] , and planets [8] . Modern observing techniques impose stricter requirements on the accuracy of the available theoretical data [9] , namely, transition frequencies and intensities.
In addition to astrophysical studies, the HCN/HNC system is of importance in the quantum chemical analysis. As noted by Mellau [10] , the potential energy surface of [H,C,N] , in contrast to that of the [H,C,P] system, results in wavefunctions of the two isomers H-CN and CN-H, located in two different minima merging step by step to a single delocalized wavefunction where only a single "combined" H 0.5 -CN-H 0.5 molecule exists. Baraban et al. [11] and Mellau et al. [12] studied the behavior of this system in the saddle point region. In par-ticular, Mellau et al. [12] showed that if the saddle point-localized states of the [H,C,N] system can be detected in molecular spectra, they would allow one to define transition states without the need for any quantum frequency analysis.
The various applications of the HCN/HNC spectra require further spectroscopic studies of this molecule. The ability to predict line positions in different frequency ranges and higher temperatures is required for the analysis of the experimental observations of the HCN spectra. In particular it has been suggested that the ratio of HCN to HNC could act as a thermometer in hot atmospheres such as those of cool carbon stars [13] .
Last but not least, the rovibrational spectrum of HCN has unique features that, thus far, have provided difficult to describe theoretically. Maki et al. [14] measured the C≡N stretching fundamental band and analyzed it in terms of transition dipole moments and Herman-Wallis constants. The unusual intensity patterns for the P-and R-branch of this (ν 1 ν l 2 ν 3 ) = (00 0 1) band were explained by large rotation-vibrational interactions meaning that the band dipole was significantly less than permanent dipole moment and, in particular, the transition dipole moment changed sign at a non-zero value of the rotational quantum number, J, for almost all isotopologues. The observed band dipole and Herman-Wallis factor values have not so far been accurately reproduced theoretically. In particular, calculations by van Mourik et al. [15] gave band dipoles which are more than 30 % larger the observed ones. Conversely the dipole values computed by Botschwina et al. [16] agree well with experiment but their Herman-Wallis factors do not. [17] presented a computational strategy to produce accurate line intensities and associated uncertainties. Among other things, the strategy includes computing two sets of nuclear-motion wavefunctions and energy levels using two different, high-quality, PESs. This approach has been employed successfully for a number of studies [18] [19] [20] . A reliable ab initio PES is alreadyavailable for the HCN/HNC system [21] and the present work provides the second PES needed for such calculations.
Lodi and Tennyson
As the ab initio PES for the HCN/HNC system computed by van Mourik et al. [15] does not satisfy modern spectroscopic needs, we recently constructed a new one [21] . Despite significantly increasing the accuracy of the predicted rovibrational energy levels, calculations with this PES still do not reach the 0.1 cm −1 level of accuracy which places most computed line positions within their observed line width in practical spectra. Our experience with the water [22, 23] and ammonia [24] molecules shows that even a small correction to a high-quality ab initio PES can give us a notable improvement in the resulting energy levels. In this context, we note that the previous empirical PES constructed by Varandas and Rodrigues [25] is actually less accurate than our ab initio one [21] .
This work is dedicated to the semi-empirical optimization of the PES starting from our recent ab initio PES. The goal of such optimization is twofold. First, the most accurate line positions will be obtained if the optimized PES is used for the rovibrational energy levels calculations. Second, the use of an optimized PES will provide accurate wavefunctions, which can be subsequently used in the high accuracy line intensity calculations. However, to achieve the high accuracy intensity calculations, accurate wavefunctions are not enough. A new, more accurate dipole moment surface (DMS) is also necessary. Such a DMS is also presented here.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the technical details of our ab initio calculations and some details of the ab initio energies fit. Section 3 presents the fit of vibrational and rotation-vibrational levels of HCN and HNC; comparisons with the known experimental and ab initio energy levels are also presented. Sector 4 contains the details of dipole moment surface construction.
Section 5 provides an intensity analysis for the resulting PES and DMS. In section 6 we discuss our results and directions of the future work. 4
2. Review of existing surfaces
Basic ab initio potential energy surface
In a recent paper [21] , henceforth referred to as I, we constructed a new ab initio potential energy surface (ab initio PES). Our strategy was similar in spirit with various "model chemistry" schemes used in theoretical thermochemistry [26] and with the focal-point analysis [27] ; it was based on a main, high quality PES, to which several correction surfaces were added. We previously used this approach for the water [23] , H 2 F + [28] and ammonia [24] molecules. But, unlike these ten-electron systems, the electronic structure of [H,C,N] is more complicated because of a multiple (triple) bond, which involves six bonding electrons instead of the usual two ones in a covalent single bond. For water molecule, we achieved 0.1 cm −1 accuracy ab initio for the rovibrational energies [23] . In the case of HCN/HNC system, calculations with the ab initio PES of I [21] reproduced the extensive set of experimental data below 7000 cm −1 with a root-mean-square deviation σ = 0.37 cm −1 when a semi-empirical non-adiabatic correction was applied and σ = 1.5 cm −1 for levels below 25000 cm −1 using a purely ab initio approach.
In I we used the functional form suggested by van Mourik et al. [15] as an analytical representation of the whole ab initio PES in Jacobi coordinates:
where r is the CN, R is the "H -center-of-mass of CN" distance and γ is the angle between r and R, measured in radians, with γ = 0 representing HNC and HCN at γ = π. X and Y are functions of primarily the R and r coordinates, respectively, and are based on a Morse coordinate transformation, with
A total of 277 ab initio PES parameters were determined from the fit to 1541 aug-cc-pCV6Z multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) ab initio points.
More details about the functional form are given by van Mourik et al. [15] and about the ab initio calculations in I.
The dipole moment surface
In the work by van Mourik et al. [15] dipole moments were calculated at the selected 242 grid points (for both HCN and HNC wells) employing cc-pCVQZ CCSD(T) wavefunctions with all electrons correlated. At each grid point dipole moment components were computed via the finite-field method. This DMS was used for calculation of intensities in several linelists [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] including the ExoMol linelist [35] , where ab initio and experimental energy levels were merged. These linelists have been used in numerous astronomical studies, the most outstanding of which was the detection of an atmosphere around the super-Earth 55 Cancri e [5] . However, the intensities obtained with this DMS deviate significantly from the experimental ones [14] for the (0 0 0 1) fundamental band. Harris et al. [29] already noted that the ab initio P branch line intensities are approximately 30 % stronger that the experimental ones and the second minimum of the R branch does not match the experimental minimum.
Optimization procedure

General approach
As we start from an ab initio PES with a high level of accuracy, our primary goal is to tune it to accurately reproduce the experimental data. There are a number of methods of performing such fits, including, for example, morphing [22, 36] . A general method of the optimization developed by Yurchenko et al.
[37] was used. Its main idea is to fit a PES to empirical energies and ab initio grid points simultaneously to avoid nonphysical behavior of the fitting surface in regions, which are poorly constrained by the observed data.
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In the present work we construct different semi-empirical PESs for HCN and HNC. In each case we start the fit from the ab initio PES for that well. Performing a unified fit for both wells gave approximately the same result (σ ∼ 0.3 − 0.4 cm −1 ) for both HCN and HNC. This result can be improved by treating each well separately but the unified PES is important for studies of isomerization and states close to the barrier. Conversely, the need for accurate wavefunctions for intensity predictions has been demonstrated in recent studies on other molecules [38, 39] , which suggest that for best results σ needs to be below 0.05 cm −1 . So far we have only been able to achieve this level of accuracy by using polynomial functions localized in each well.
Considering first HNC, we added an additional surface to the ab initio PES V ai expressed as an analytic polynomial:
where r 1 is the CH distance, r 2 is the CN bond length, θ is the H-C-N bond angle and the triple (r HNC 1e , r HNC 2e , θ HNC e ) corresponds to the equilibrium configuration of HNC.
For the HCN well, which is more harmonic, we use a different functional representation. Namely, we fit the same ab initio data from I directly to a polynomial form:
where r 1 is the CH bond length, and r 2 and θ are as defined above, and (r HCN 1e , r HCN 2e , θ HCN e ) 7 corresponds to the equilibrium configuration of HCN. This fit gives a standard deviation of about 1.5 cm −1 , which can be compared to the global of both wells performed in I, which gave a standard deviation of about 2.6 cm −1 .
V HCN ai (r 1 , r 2 , θ) provides the starting point for a fit to the observed HCN energy levels, using the same method as in the HNC case: 
Nuclear motion calculations
The vibrational energy levels were calculated using the DVR3D program suite [40] . The parameters used are presented in Table 4 ; Morse-like oscillators were used for the radial basis functions. We include almost all corrections used in the ab initio PES: adiabatic and relativistic correction surfaces and a nonadiabatic correction (by choosing atomic masses), to get the best starting point for fitting.
More details about corrections are given in I.
The HCN fit
We took (r 1e , r 2e , θ e ) = (1.066Å, 1.153Å, 180.0 • ) as the minimum in the HCN well from the ab initio PES. Mellau [41] reported experimental characterization of all 3822 eigenenergies of HCN up to 6880 cm −1 relative to the ground state using high temperature hot gas emission spectroscopy. In nearly all cases these empirical energy levels are accurate to better than 0.0004 cm −1 . This dataset was used in this work. The set of ab initio and optimized polynomial coefficients from eq. (6) are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. HCN vibrational (J = 0) energy levels are presented in table 5. A table of the calculated levels with J = 2 is given in the supplementary material. The standard deviation for the levels with J = (0, 2, 5, 9, 10) is σ = 0.0373 cm −1 . 
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The HNC fit
We took (r 1e , r 2e , θ e ) = (2.187Å, 1.187Å, 0.0 • ) as the minimum of the HNC well. The set of optimized polynomial coefficients from eq. (4) are presented in table 3 .
As for HCN, Mellau [10, 42, 43] performed extensive measurements of HNC energy levels and these data were used for the fit. HNC vibrational (J = 0) energy levels are given in table 6, the standard deviation for the levels with J = (0, 2)
is σ = 0.37 cm −1 . A table of the calculated levels with J = 2 is given in the supplementary material. 
Electronic structure computations
As described elsewhere [44] , the external field calculation (ED) of the dipole moment points is preferable to the expectation value method (XP). The ab initio surface computed for HCN in I gives, as a byproduct, the expectation values of dipole moments. The corresponding PES points are of high accuracy, so we thought that we could construct a good DMS using these byproduct dipole moments. We fitted them to a functional form similar to the one used below and the results were very poor; some computed intensities differed by 50 % from the observed values and thus were much worse than the values given by the ED DMS obtained 15 year ago using an aug-cc-pvQZ basis set and the default MOLPRO complete active space (CAS) [15] . This demonstrates once more the importance of using the ED method to compute dipole moments.
We employed the IC-MRCI all-electrons method for dipole moment calculations as programmed in MOLPRO [45] . In I, we gave a detailed description of the choice of the CAS. Selection of the CAS is very important as it strongly influences accuracy of the calculations. Here, for the dipole moment calculations, we selected the same CAS as used in I for creating the ab initio PES. Using the aug-cc-pCV6Z basis used in I proved to be prohibitively expensive for the dipole moments calculations, as every dipole point requires 4 independent calculations of the energies in an external field. We therefore used an aug-cc-pCV5Z basis instead to reduce computer time. We calculated 902 DMS points. In I the best result was achieved using the Pople relaxed correction, so here we decided to use the same MRCI correction for construction of the DMS. Also a relativistic correction, mass-velocity plus first-order Darwin term (MVD1) as produced by MOLPRO was added. Beyond Born-Oppenheimer effects have been shown to be fairly small [46] and are not considered here.
Fitting the DMS
A polynomial form similar to eq. (5) was used to represent the DMS:
A total of 82 parameters (for each component) were determined from the fit to 902 dipole moment points that resulted in a standard deviation of 2.56 × 10 −6 a.u. from the fitted surface for the x dipole component, and 5.16 × 10 −6 a.u. for the z component. 
Intensity analysis
We computed transition intensities for HCN transitions up to J = 10 for wavenumbers up to 7 200 cm −1 using the PESs and DMSs described above. The transition intensities of each of the fundamentals has recently been measured experimentally and they are detailed below. Table II in the Supplementary Material shows the differences in intensities caused by the improvement in accuracy of wavefunctions for lines with intensities higher than 10 −23 cm/molecule. These transitions were grouped by differences in percentages and the results of this are presented in the table 7. It is apparent that transition intensities obtained with the same DMS may vary significantly with wavefunctions calculated using the ab initio PES from I or the new fitted one.
PES part
DMS part
We compared our predicted intensities with available experimental data to verify the quality of our surfaces. The mean differences between the experimental and calculated intensities are shown in table 8. For all fundamental transitions (bold) the new DMS better reproduces the measurements. Accuracy approaching 1 % is achieved for two of the fundamentals, the H -CN stretch and the bend.
These predictions lie within the quoted experimental uncertainties. The behavior of the CN-stretch is described in detail below.
The region about the HCN well has previously been extensively studied theoretically; the improved accuracy of our calculated intensities for the fundamental bands lies, mostly, in two factors: use of an increased density of dipole moment points and a larger basis set. The influence of both of these factors for each group of transitions is considered separately.
We also computed and fitted about 300 dipole points near the HCN minimum with the same level of theory as that used by van Mourik et al. [15] and fitted these using eqs. (7) and (8) . Intensities obtained using these points help to quantify the dependence of the results on the number of ab initio points used in the fit, since only 115 points were used to determine the DMS by van Mourik et al. [15] . Below we call this new DMS the "new local" one, the DMS from van Mourik et al. [15] is described as the "old global" one, and our improved DMS (described in section 4) is simply called the ''new" one.
HCN ν
Experimental data were taken from Devi et al. [47] The H-C coordinate comprises the strongest type of covalent chemical bonda σ bond. But since this bond is single, its properties can be described relatively easily, and a satisfactory level of accuracy for the H-C vibrational mode had been already achieved some time ago. Figure 1 shows an improvement between the calculation performed with the "old global" DMS [15] (red) and the one with the new DMS (blue) for a ν 1 transition. The standard deviation of the intensities for this band improves from 1.60 to 1.24 %. For the hot band ν 1 + ν 1 2 − ν 1 2 ( figure  1 ) there are no significant changes but there is a huge difference between the corresponding e/f transitions. For ν 1 transitions the difference between the "old global" and the recalculated "new local" DMSs is much smaller than 1 %, so there is only a weak dependence on the number of points here, and the main reason for the improved accuracy of calculations achieved with the new DMS is a better basis set used in the ab initio calculations.
Experimental data were taken from Devi et al. [49] and Smith et al. [48] In contrast to the H-C stretch, bending motions probe a weaker π-bond and harder to analyze with the same level of accuracy. But for the ν 1 2 and 2ν 0 2 transitions (see figure 2 ) the intensity differences are reduced from 2.40 and 2.31 % to 1.48 and 0.98 %, respectively. The accuracy of "hot" transitions (2ν 0 2 − ν 1 2 -figure 3, 2ν 2 2 − ν 1 1 -figure 3, 3ν 1 2 − ν 1 2 -figures 4) intensity calculations is almost unimproved.
For this group of transitions the dependence of the computed intensities on the number of dipole points used increases to 8-12 %. The resulting percent and sub-percent accuracy we obtain relies on a combination of both factors: increased number of points and improved level of theory.
HCN ν 3 transitions (stretching C≡N)
The atoms in the CN-stretch are connected by a triple bond (σ +2π) involving six electrons, which is much harder to handle theoretically. A comparative study of this CN-mode was performed by Maki et al. [14] , who connected the existence of a second minimum in the intensity of the R branch transitions near R(7) for the main isotopologue with strong vibration-rotation interaction for this mode.
The minimum (or the gap) shifts between isotopologues and can also be detected in the (01 1 1-01 1 0) hot band. Intensities computed for this stretch mode with the "old global" DMS by Harris et al. [29] are of the same order of magnitude. Figure 6 shows the calculated intensities of the P-branch from the (0001-0000) band with the "old global" (blue), the "new local" (black) and the new (red) DMSs. The experimental data are taken from Maki et al. [14] (green).
Here increasing the number of calculated points changes the calculated intensities by about 20 %.
Intensities calculated with the new DMS give improved agreement: the deviation from the experimental data are 21.5 % in comparison with 36.2 % for the "old global" DMS (see figure 5) . It is likely that further improvement will require both higher level calculations and a denser grid.
HCN transitions with
Experimental data were taken from Maki et al. [50] While the 2ν 2 2 and 3ν 3 2 pure bending overtone bands (figure 7) show no improvement, the 2ν 2 2 +ν 3 combination band is reproduced with an accuracy similar to the pure CN-stretch lines (figure 8), and the corresponding deviation reduces Hebert et al. [52] (see figure 7) studied the P-branch of H 13 CN also studied by Guay et al. and showed that the 2ν 1 + ν 1 2 − ν 1 2 "hot" band lies in the same wavenumber range. We find that the frequency of the 2ν 1 + ν 1 2 − ν 1 2 P(9) line differs by less than 0.04 cm −1 from the one of the 2ν 1 P(20) line. We therefore suggest that these two lines are blended meaning that the observed absorption depends on the sum of their intensities.
Conclusion
In this work we present a new spectroscopically-determined potential energy surface based on a recent ab initio PES and ab initio dipole moment surface for HCN, which can be used for increased accuracy calculations of transition intensities. These data may be used in various applications such as the study of astronomical objects or intramolecular dynamics.
Spectroscopically-determined PESs are constructed for both isomers of [H,C,N] system -HCN and HNC. Experimental energy levels of hydrogen cyanide are reproduced with a standard deviation σ =0.0373 cm −1 , which is an order of magnitude better than the corresponding value for the ab initio surface. Energy levels 13 CN 2ν1 line intensities (I, cm/molecule, powers of 10 in parenthesis) with measurements performed at NIST [51] . Intensity difference presented as ε = (I calc /I obs −1)·100 % is performed with values obtained from ExoMol linelist [35] , calculated with the "old global" DMS from [15] and the fitted PES from this work, and obtained with both new PES and DMS from this work. A new ab initio DMS was created for HCN well to cover all transition between energy levels in 0-7200 cm −1 range. For all fundamental transitions we compute intensities with improved agreement with the experimental data. In particular, the anomalous behaviour of the ν 3 R-branch transitions observed by Maki et al. [14] is described better than by previous studies.
Line
We note that Mellau and co-workers provide energy levels which extend well beyond the 7200 cm −1 cut-off applied here for both HCN [53, 54] and HNC [42, 43] . Attempts by us to include these levels in our separate-well treatment failed to give good results. It would be desirable to extend the accuracy of the low-energy HCN and HNC PESs and DMS to a globally accurate PES and DMS for this system. Such surfaces could be used in the subsequent production of a global accurate linelist of this system and to study behavior in the region of the saddle point between the two minima. Work in this direction is currently in progress.
